Impact of Caribbean Anti-Crime Program on Criminal Justice System

1. Interdiction
2. Investigation
3. Prosecution
4. Adjudication
5. Correction

Criminal Justice Continuum

- **59%** of activities impact maritime and shore-based seizure
- **88%** of activities impact forensic, digital, and financial intelligence and evidence collection; case building; arrest; interview; charge; and cross-border cooperation
- **100%** of activities impact case preparation, legal advice, legal drafting, inter-agency cooperation, and advocacy
- **65%** of activities impact adjudication of criminal/civil cases, alternative dispute resolution, delivering oral/written judgments, plea agreements, guilty pleas, and sentencing
- **65%** of activities impact incarceration, probation, parole, confiscation, forfeiture, and restitution
Case Stage Definitions

1. Interdiction
   - Maritime crime including drugs, weapons, and human trafficking; sea and shore based seizure

2. Investigation
   - Forensic, digital, and financial intelligence and evidence collection; case building; arrest; interview; charge; and cross-border cooperation

3. Prosecution
   - Case preparation, legal advice, legal drafting, inter-agency cooperation, and advocacy

4. Adjudication
   - Presiding over criminal/civil cases; alternative dispute resolution; delivering oral/written judgments; plea agreements; guilty pleas; and sentencing

5. Correction
   - Incarceration, probation, parole, confiscation, forfeiture, and restitution

Criminal Justice Continuum